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Extensive research and experimentation demonstrate that

Consumers clearly prefer
Dolby Atmos over other
listening experiences.
The mobile audio experience
hasn’t kept up with advances
in mobile video.

Dolby Atmos for mobile
devices transforms the
mobile audio experience.

AC-4 allows for the efficient
delivery of Dolby Atmos
experiences to mobile
devices.
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Overview
The world is investing in better video experiences. Movies, television episodes, music
videos, sports, and more are captured and created with higher resolutions and faster
frame rates, as well as increasingly sophisticated imaging technologies like high dynamic
range video. Their accompanying soundscapes are becoming more detailed, expressive,
and captivating — complementing the richness of the visual details. Consumers are
responding by outfitting their homes with more sophisticated televisions and audio
systems designed to reproduce the most immersive experience that their favorite
content has to offer.
These home theaters, though, are not the only locations where consumers enjoy this
gorgeous video content. The advanced capabilities of today’s mobile phones and tablets
also deliver a rich visual experience. Couple that with easy access to content, and it’s no
wonder that more and more people are using their mobile devices to watch movies and
TV shows on trains and buses, in the office and the waiting room, even at the kitchen
table and in bed.

Regardless of how gorgeous the video, mobile viewers
hear the soundscape reduced to plain old stereo.
But the audio component of the mobile experience has not kept pace with the
visual component. Regardless of how gorgeous the video, mobile viewers hear the
soundscape reduced to plain old stereo. Visually, we hold a whole new world in
our hands, but audibly, many mobile audio consumers are still limited by the
traditional stereo experience..
Extensive research at Dolby Laboratories has confirmed that mobile consumers
would prefer a more modern, immersive audio experience.
Dolby Atmos for mobile devices offers a leap forward in mobile audio, creating a
powerfully moving entertainment experience. Using off-the-shelf earbuds, headphones,
or the speakers built into their mobile devices, consumers with Dolby Atmos for mobile
devices can enjoy the experience of enveloping, immersive audio wherever they are.
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Dolby Atmos: A new audio paradigm
Dolby has invested more than 20 years in the evolution of state-of-the-art headphone
and speaker rendering technology, so it’s a space we know well. Traditionally, audio
engineers mix sound for stereo, 5.1 or 7.1 channels, with fixed speaker locations in mind.
While channel-oriented mixing can work well for traditional multi-speaker home theater
systems, today’s consumers are taking their content on the go and listening through
headphones, earbuds, or the speakers built into a device. Content mixed expressly for
multi-channel delivery (such as 5.1 or 7.1) cannot be rendered as intended through the
two drivers in a pair of earbuds. It must be flattened into two-channel stereo, and when
this happens the listener loses the experience of being wholly enveloped by sound. Twochannel stereo presented through earbuds collapses what should be an external,
encircling soundscape into a small soundspot in the very center of the listener’s head.
Dolby Atmos transcends these limitations by taking a fundamentally different approach
to mixing and managing sound. Dolby Atmos treats sounds as objects that can be placed
anywhere within a three-dimensional atmosphere of sound that envelops the listener at
its center. Because Dolby Atmos decouples these sound objects from a predetermined
number of speakers and audio channels, content encoded within Dolby Atmos can
deliver a fully immersive audio experience across a wide range of playback environments
and speaker configurations — from cinema and home theaters to sound bars,
headphones, and more.

Dolby Atmos for mobile devices creates an
immersive audio experience over off-the-shelf
earbuds, headphones, and device speakers.
Now that “more” includes mobile devices. Dolby Atmos for mobile devices faithfully
recreates that immersive experience over out-of-the-box earbuds, headphones, even
native device speakers. A phone or tablet with Dolby Atmos for mobile devices decodes
the audio signal and envelops the listener in sound — to left and right, ahead and
behind, even above the listener’s head. Some sound objects will seem very close; others
will seem much further away.
Dolby Atmos for mobile devices can create an audio experience for mobile users that
simply hasn’t been possible using the traditional channel-based approach. The result
is an immersive experience that double-blind listener experiments have shown to be
preferable to any other experience presented by earbuds, headphones, or native device
speakers — including the traditional stereo experience.
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Evaluating listener preferences
Dolby has conducted hundreds of hours of subjective listening experiments to
understand what listeners prefer in an audio experience. We have taken those findings
and conducted further research to gain insight into how best to tune the audio
virtualizer in Dolby Atmos for mobile devices to deliver that preferred experience through
earbuds, headphones, and the speakers built into a mobile device.
The research helped us validate a Dolby hypothesis that three experiential qualities
relate strongly to user preference:
Spaciousness: The direction and separation of a sound relative to the listener
(i.e., above, below, in front of, or behind).
Externalization: The listener’s perception of the sound’s relative distance from their
head (i.e., very close to very far away).
Spectral naturalness: The timbre of a sound (i.e., the degree to which the listener
perceives it to be accurate and lifelike).
By manipulating the audio parameters underlying these qualities, we created virtualizers
presenting different kinds of audio experiences and asked consumers which experience
they thought sounded best. Further research into listener responses to a variety of audio
tunings yielded five key findings:
1. Immersive audio can provide a better experience than traditional stereo: Listeners
preferred feeling as though they were at the center of a three-dimensional soundscape
rather than feeling that the entire soundscape was playing inside their heads.
2. Consumers prioritize spectral naturalness over other qualities: Listeners
demonstrated a clear preference for a lifelike, spectrally natural listening experience
that surrounds them.
3. Externalization should be balanced with spectral naturalness: Without skillful
balancing, increasing a sound’s perceived sense of distance can come at the cost of
losing the sound’s natural timbre.
4. Dolby Atmos places sounds more accurately than other virtualizers: Listeners could
locate discrete sound sources more accurately than when those sounds were
presented through a non-Dolby virtualizer.
5. Listeners preferred Dolby Atmos for mobile devices over all other systems: Listeners
ranked the immersive audio experience delivered by Dolby Atmos for mobile devices
higher than the experience of standard stereo or the experience delivered by a widely
available commercial virtualizer.
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The three key characteristics
of immersive audio
SPACIOUSNESS
Spaciousness refers to the quality of a three-dimensional soundscape
(or audio scene) that gives the listener a sense of being at its center, with
distinct sounds located above and around them. As you walk down the
street, your hearing paints a detailed map of your surroundings: a motorcycle
roars through the intersection behind you, raindrops land on your umbrella
above you. Audio professionals speak of a spacious audio experience as one
that places you at the center of a detailed, enveloping soundscape.

EXTERNALIZATION
Externalization affects the listener’s perception of how far away a sound
is. By adjusting the amount of externalization, the audio professional can
make a sound feel close to you or far away from you. For example, think
of a movie soundtrack that goes with visuals of a couple of helicopters
circling a battlefield. The sound designer might adjust the externalization
in the audio to make one helicopter seem far in the distance and another
close enough to make you jump.

SPECTRAL NATURALNESS
Spectral naturalness refers to how realistic a sound seems to the listener.
We judge how realistic a sound is by its timbre (pronounced “tamber”): its
tone or color. You identify a recorded sound of a car door slamming shut as
realistic because it gives you a sense of the heft of the car (and of the
space around it). It sounds as you would expect it to sound in real life. An
audio professional would refer to this sound as spectrally natural. But
altering the pitch, intensity, reverb, or other qualities of the same sound
can result in a “spectrally unnatural” experience, one that you quickly
identify as less realistic and more artificial.
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Experiment 1: Understanding the
balance of characteristics that matter
Our first set of experiments was designed to present listeners with a wide range of
headphone virtualization tunings to learn which of the presented tunings was preferred.
We had hypothesized that certain specific audio characteristics were more important to
the listener’s enjoyment of an immersive experience, and by presenting them with a
wide range of tunings we hoped to be able to validate this hypothesis.

We distilled this data into a “Preference Prediction”
score that indicates the likelihood that a given system
will deliver the subject’s preferred experience.

The Process
Using a randomized, double-blind, forced-choice methodology, researchers presented
listeners with A/B comparisons of dozens of headphone virtualization variants, each
tuned to emphasize different audio characteristics and qualities. We asked the subjects
to tell us which tuning in a given pair they preferred. In separate trials, we presented
these same paired systems and asked which tuning presented a greater amount of
certain specific audio characteristics.
We then distilled this data into an easy-to-interpret “Preference Prediction” score that
indicates the likelihood that a given system will deliver the subject’s preferred experience
when the subject perceives that system to exhibit more of a given characteristic. By
analyzing the data in this manner, we learned which characteristics correlated highly and
weakly with preferences.
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Our Insights
From these experiments, we have come to understand that three characteristics in
particular — spaciousness, externalization, and spectral naturalness — interact to create
an optimal immersive experience.
One key finding from this phase of our research is that spectral naturalness strongly
predicts listener preference (see the right side of Figure 1). These experiments also
showed that externalization, or the perceived distance of a sound, is weakly correlated
with preference and inversely correlated with spectral naturalness. We found that if we
tuned a virtualizer to over- or under-emphasize any one of these characteristics, we could
adversely affect one or both of the other two. The “preference prediction” model arising
from this research, however, provided us with a guide for designing a virtualizer that
could deliver the optimal immersive audio experience.
Preference

Spaciousness Externalization
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FIGURE 1 Thousands of forced-choice paired comparisons (left panel) were measured to quantify user
preferences and presence of various audio characteristics that contribute to virtualizer performance,
such as spaciousness, externalization and spectral naturalness. Response distribution was then plotted
as a box plot (right panel), where a system exhibiting more of a given characteristic is shown to
correspond with a preference for that system. The results demonstrate a high preference correlation
between spaciousness and naturalness, and a weak preference correlation for externalization.
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Experiment 2: Assessing
the preferred audio experience
Driven by the data and our preference prediction model, Dolby created a new headphone
virtualizer that presented what we believed to be a lifelike, spectrally-natural listening
experience. This virtualizer placed sounds outside the listener’s head, with a carefully
controlled level of externalization to enhance the immersive effect. To learn whether
listeners preferred this immersive experience over not just a traditional stereo
experience but over other immersive experiences, we conducted hundreds more hours
of forced-choice listening experiments.

The Process
A large pool of listeners compared two virtualizer tunings against a stereo audio stream.
One headphone virtualizer (as described above) was tuned to preserve
maximum spectral naturalness while lending good spatialization and an
appropriate amount of externalization to the content scene.
A second headphone virtualizer was tuned to match the acoustic properties
of the medium-sized living room environment in which the experiment was
taking place. The tuning took into consideration all the reflections and
interactions created in the room by playback over home theater speakers.
In a series of listening sessions, listeners were presented with headphone audio
matched with video for a wide range of content, including movies, games, sports, and
music videos. After each A/B comparison (which included both virtualizer-to-stereo
and virtualizer-to-virtualizer pairings), listeners reported which system they preferred.
In separate trials, we asked them to indicate which system possessed a greater
amount of spaciousness, externalization, and spectral naturalness.

Results show that a balance of natural sound,
spaciousness, and externalization can provide
a more attractive experience than stereo.
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Our Insights
The results demonstrate that the virtualizer tuned to preserve spectral naturalness while
lending good spatialization and an appropriate amount of externalization (the Dolby
Atmos virtualizer candidate) was overwhelmingly preferred by listeners (57% vs. 35% for
stereo). Even though stereo is accepted as delivering the most spectrally natural audio
experience, the results from this research showed that the right balance of natural
sound, spaciousness, and externalization can provide an even more attractive experience
than stereo.
In contrast, the second virtualizer (the “realistic room” virtualizer), trailed behind stereo
in terms of listener preference (9% vs. 35% for stereo). While having the most
externalization and the “biggest” sound of the three systems, listeners ranked it as
providing the least spacious and least spectrally-natural experience. The results
confirmed that while externalization plays an important role in an immersive experience,
listeners place a higher premium on spectral naturalness and spaciousness. Indeed,
sacrificing spectral naturalness and spaciousness in an effort to make sounds
seem very far away appears to diminish the listening experience.
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FIGURE 2 Three systems (Dolby Atmos virtualizer candidate, stereo, and a room model virtualizer)
were evaluated against each other in a forced-choice paired comparison test of preferences. The mostpreferred system, the Dolby Atmos virtualizer candidate, was perceived as the most spacious and the
most natural. The least-preferred system was the realistic room model, which was least spacious and
least natural. Notably, the stereo system exhibited the least externalization and the room model the
most, with the balanced Dolby Atmos virtualizer lying in the middle.
Asterisks denote statistical significance: *= p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001
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Experiment 3: Comparing immersive
virtualizers head-to-head
After we had completed experiments one and two, we wanted to know how the
experience of the Dolby Atmos for mobile devices virtualizer compared with that
delivered by another in-market headphone virtualizer.

The Process
We conducted yet another set of experiments, asking listeners to compare the
experience of listening to different kinds of content (movies, sports, music, and games)
using the different headphone virtualizers:
Virtualizer A was the virtualizer built for Dolby Atmos for mobile devices.
Virtualizer B was a non-Dolby commercially-available virtualizer.
As in previous experiments, we asked subjects to choose the experience they preferred
and, separately, to indicate which experience presented more spaciousness,
externalization, and spectral naturalness.
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Our Insights
Research participants expressed a clear preference for the virtualizer from Dolby, ranking
it higher than the non-Dolby virtualizer (59% vs 41%). Listeners also reported that the Dolby
Atmos virtualizer presented greater levels of the three key experiential characteristics.
Though they had no information about the systems they were listening to (aside from their
randomized labels, A and B), listeners made comments that corroborated the data
we had captured from experiment two:
“Virtualizer A [Dolby] definitely sounds more natural here. Virtualizer B [non-Dolby]
is technically wider in all aspects but you lose the sense of space and depth.
Virtualizer B also has the same sort of washed-out reverb-y kind of sound to it.”
“High frequencies [are] much more present in virtualizer B [non-Dolby],
but sound unnatural.”
“You lose a lot of the variability in the audio field with Virtualizer B [non-Dolby].
Virtualizer A [Dolby] gives a more natural sense of depth and space.”
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FIGURE 3 The Dolby Atmos virtualizer was evaluated against a commercially-available alternative
immersive virtualizer in a forced-choice paired comparison test of preferences. The Dolby Atmos
candidate delivered the most preferred experience, both in general and in terms of spaciousness,
externalization, and spectral naturalness.
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Experiment 4: Comparing spatial
accuracy across virtualizers
In a fourth experiment, we measured listener responses to help us evaluate the accuracy
with which the virtualizers compared in experiment three place sounds in space. Spatial
accuracy ensures that a listener hears a sound come from where the artist placed it —
whether it’s the creak of a door behind you or a whisper in your ear, sound placement is
key in connecting you to the audio/visual experience.

The Process
In our labs, we have developed robust methods for measuring and visualizing a listener’s
subjective experience of the location, shape, and spatial characteristics of sound. For
experiment four, we asked listeners to locate sounds using free-form, three-dimensional
spatial drawings. We then reduced these drawings in dimensionality by fitting ellipsoids
to the freeform shapes, providing a visual representation of the listener’s experience of
spatial audio (Figure 4, left panel).
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Our Insights
Listeners identified the locations of sounds more accurately when they were
rendered by the Dolby virtualizer. Furthermore, listeners had a more accurate sense
of a sound’s relative distance with the Dolby Atmos virtualizer than they had with
the non-Dolby virtualizer.
Taken together, the results from experiments three and four demonstrate that listeners
not only prefer the Dolby Atmos virtualizer to other virtualizers from a pure listening
perspective, but they also show that Dolby Atmos ensures that listeners will discern
sounds to be precisely where they are supposed to be.
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FIGURE 4 We measured spatial accuracy performance of the Dolby Atmos virtualizer and an
alternative rendering solution. The left panels show three-dimensional listener responses
collapsed into an overhead view. The Dolby Atmos virtualizer resulted in lower spatial performance
errors in the azimuthal plane, in elevation, and in orthodromic distance (distance on a sphere).
Corroborating the results for the previous forced-choice comparison test, the Dolby Atmos
virtualizer exhibited more accurate externalization than the non-Dolby solution.
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Experiment 5: Testing a speakerbased immersive experience
While earbuds and headphones are a common way for mobile device owners to listen to
all sorts of media, these individuals also listen to a significant amount of content using
the speakers built into their phones and tablets. However, the speakers built into mobile
devices pose distinct challenges. Unlike the speakers in a traditional home audio
configuration, which typically focus sound toward the place where the listener is sitting,
not all the speakers in a mobile device point toward the listener — nor are they all
equally balanced in frequency response or sound output.
Drawing from our expertise in speaker-based audio presentation and building on the
knowledge gained from our research into headphone virtualizers, Dolby has designed a
two-speaker virtualization system that takes advantage of the object-based audio in
Dolby Atmos to deliver a truly immersive experience — despite the physical challenges
posed by the asymmetries of mobile device speakers.

Dolby designed a two-speaker virtualization
system that delivers an immersive experience
over mobile device speakers.

The Process
To ensure that our speaker-based immersive virtualizer was properly tuned to provide
the best possible immersive experience, we asked a pool of listeners to compare their
experiences of content played over the external speakers of a consumer device. We
presented content samples using our speaker-optimized immersive virtualizer as well
as a standard stereo rendering. Once again, we asked listeners to compare their
experiences and to state their preferences.
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Our Insights
The results show that listeners preferred the Dolby Atmos immersive experience to that
of traditional stereo (81% vs 19%) and they judged Dolby Atmos to present greater sonic
width, height, spaciousness, and spectral naturalness.1
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FIGURE 5 We adapted our virtualizer technology to two-channel speaker playback and evaluated its
performance against stereo. The Dolby Atmos virtualizer was strongly preferred, and judged to have
greater width, height, spaciousness, and naturalness in its presentation of sound.

1

In a headphone-based experience of immersive audio, externalization (the sense of perceived distance from
a sound) is a key distinguishing characteristic. The experience of stereo audio over headphones, in contrast,
lacks externalization; the sound is perceived to be inside the center of the listener’s head. However, because
any audio experience involving external speakers includes the quality of externalization, by definition, the key
characteristics for comparing speaker-based experiences of distance are those of sonic height and width
(hence the inclusion of these characteristics in Figure 5).
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Enabling access to the preferred
mobile experience
In extensive and rigorous research studies, mobile
listeners expressed a clear preference for an
immersive audio experience over a stereo
experience. These studies also indicate that Dolby
Atmos for mobile devices satisfies this preference
better than other virtualization systems, and that
these results remain true whether the listener uses
off-the-shelf earbuds, headphones, or the speakers
built into their mobile device.

efficiently carries all the information to create an
immersive experience that adapts for both playback
environments.

So how can mobile consumers gain access to the
immersive Dolby Atmos content that they want to
experience? The key to content delivery is the nextgeneration Dolby® AC-4 audio codec.

Dolby AC-4 was designed as a
mobile-first codec to deliver
Dolby Atmos content at
extremely efficient bitrates.

Dolby AC-4 was designed as a mobile-first audio
codec. It delivers Dolby Atmos content to mobile
devices at extremely efficient bitrates, enabling an
immersive audio experience on headphones and onboard speakers that no other codec can match.
Headphone virtualization and speaker virtualization
are fundamentally different technologies — to
deliver both experiences in a traditional codec, like
AAC, would require a provider to send multiple
streams, creating encoding, delivery, and playback
challenges. In contrast, a single AC-4 stream

Now, content providers can deliver the truly
immersive Dolby Atmos experience to every device
at bitrates traditionally reserved for plain stereo.

Dolby Atmos for mobile devices takes full advantage
of the features of Dolby AC-4. It is already available
on many mobile devices and is also available as an
SDK for mobile apps. Learn more about the benefits
of AC-4 in our whitepaper, Dolby Atmos Delivery for
Mobile Devices, or visit the AC-4 web page at
www.dolby.com/us/en/technologies/AC-4.html.
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Summary
The world is investing in better video experiences. Entertainment of every kind — from
movies and episodic television to concerts and sports events — is being captured and
presented using more lifelike video technologies. The audio accompanying these
stunning visuals is being recorded and mixed to envelop the viewer in immersive sound.
Consumers are now, more than ever, watching content on their tablets and
smartphones. However, while the mobile visual experience has continued to improve,
the audio experience has remained traditional stereo.
Dolby Atmos for mobile devices changes this.

With Dolby Atmos for mobile devices, consumers
can finally enjoy an immersive audio experience.
Armed with insights validated by rigorous research and experimentation, Dolby has
created a technology for the mobile consumer that places sounds in a three-dimensional
space outside the listener’s head, providing an immersive, lifelike, and spectrally natural
listening experience. Research studies show that mobile listeners express a clear
preference for the experience delivered by Dolby Atmos for mobile devices over the
experience of traditional stereo, as well as other headphone virtualizer systems.
Content distributors, OEMs, and other mobile ecosystem partners are already invested
in delivering the high-quality video content that mobile consumers want. With
Dolby Atmos for mobile devices and Dolby AC-4, mobile consumers can finally enjoy
an immersive audio experience that truly complements the video experience they have
come to know and love.

Contact your Dolby representative for more information on enabling access to the immersive
experience of Dolby Atmos for mobile devices.
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